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the 'transfer' argument in pyOpenSSL does not work? The official example of pyOpenSSL is as follows. It says: transfer =
args[1] or transfer = "certificate_to_sign" I am wondering: Is there a way to say: transfer = "certificate_to_sign" I would want to
know about the official method or the accepted way to do this. Thanks. A: The way to express "certificate_to_sign" in the code
is: certificate_to_sign = args[1] or "certificate_to_sign" Katie Price to be ejected from Bolton's car Katie Price has been given a
parking ticket after allegedly being caught napping in a family car outside Bolton's Macron Stadium. The 35-year-old reality TV

star was filmed asleep in the back of her family's black Range Rover Sport last Sunday, just hours after football manager
Dougie Freedman had given her an award for her contribution to the club. Bolton's police station had no record of Price

receiving a parking ticket and was unaware of the incident. The mother-of-five had been due to receive her award, the EFL
Player of the Year trophy, when she fell asleep. Nursery worker Katie Price is seen asleep in the back of her black Range Rover

Sport outside Bolton's Macron Stadium A Bolton official is seen pushing a baby's pram along with the range Rover in the
background A neighbour filmed Price asleep in the back of the car and later uploaded the footage to social media. An

independent report into the incident will be published in due course. Price, who is known for her appearances on TV shows such
as Geordie Shore, was a guest at last Sunday's game. It is the second time in a matter of weeks that she has been filmed asleep

on public transport. Last month, Price, along with her then baby son Harvey, fell asleep on a train in London after she decided to
snooze off. The mum
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